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Find the perfect solution in the form of a docking station, which replicates the computer’s 
ports for full peripheral access, or a cradle that offers the utmost stability for crucial assets. 
Gamber-Johnson offers a large assortment of docking stations and cradles that support 
computers from the most trusted rugged manufacturers in the market including: Dell, 
Getac, Panasonic, Samsung, Zebra, and more.

CRADLES & DOCKING STATIONS

Pedestal systems are an ideal option for vans and trucks that have small console areas, 
which do not allow adequate space for mounting. With an innovative design and sturdy 
construction, these products offer maximum reliability, but save on space.

PEDESTAL SYSTEMS

Gamber-Johnson console boxes make the most out of any vehicle’s small space in one, 
customizable solution. These units assist in the organization of the user’s most important 
devices, so the job can be done safely and effectively.

CONSOLE SYSTEMS

Gamber-Johnson is a leading supplier of rugged mounting systems that safely secure mobile communication 
systems, computers and other electronic equipment in fleet vehicles, public safety vehicles, forklifts and other 
mobility applications. Their products are used by law enforcement, public safety, military, and warehouse fleets 
around the globe and are known for being rugged, reliable and responsive. To learn more about Gamber-Johnson 
visit gamberjohnson.com.
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Gamber-Johnson’s motion attachments are one of the key components needed to mount 
a docking station or cradle to give users the flexibility desired. The motion attachment 
allows for tilting, swiveling, rotating, and locking to ensure safety and ergonomic use in a 
mobile office environment. From laptops to tablets, our wide range of devices help perfect 
the right solution.

MOTION ATTACHMENTS

Our Zirkona product line features an innovative, encapsulated joiner that allows users to rotate 
their small, lightweight devices (up to 11 pounds depending on the joiner) to the best possible 
position. This unique flexibility makes it possible to quickly adapt to nearly any application so 
that the user has an ergonomically correct position and minimal time is wasted fidgeting with 
repetitive adjustments. Knowing your technology is as secure as it is accessible makes Zirkona 
the ideal go-to solution. 

Safeguard your assets with Gamber-Johnson vehicle equipment including push bumpers, 
partitions, window guards and gun mounts. These products offer rugged construction, quick 
and easy installation, and our limited lifetime warranty. 
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